Indirect Tax Solutions

Sales & Use Tax Solutions for Oracle ERP Cloud
Indirect Tax Solutions to Ensure
Accuracy and Improve Efficiency
Scalable, Secure Tax Automation
With flexible tax content, calculation, and reporting offerings that
serve small, mid-size and enterprise-level customers, Vertex brings
the power of automation to corporate tax — with solutions for
all tax types.
Leveraging an extensible infrastructure optimized for integration
with tax partner solutions, Vertex provides integrated cloud-to-cloud
solutions that work seamlessly with existing enterprise-grade
software — including Oracle ERP Cloud.

Vertex and Oracle:
Decades of Partnership
• Partners since 1992
• Integration with Oracle ERP,
Retail, eCommerce, Billing,
and Payroll solutions
• Solutions for all tax types, including
income tax, global transaction tax,
and payroll tax
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Sales & Use Tax Solutions for Oracle ERP Cloud
Vertex Tax Solutions for ERP Cloud
Tax Content
The Vertex tax content service covers geographies,
tax jurisdictions, and tax rates. This service supports
address validation for master location data, and provides
tax jurisdictions and tax rates data for US locations —
all updated on a monthly basis to comply with
statute changes.
In addition, users may opt for taxability rules content,
which adds product and service taxability taxability rates
and customer-specific product and service tax rules —
also updated on a monthly basis.
Tax Calculation
Don’t risk your compliance on tax rate calculation
errors, and don’t disrupt your processes with poorly
integrated, bolted-on software solutions. With cloud-tocloud integration of ERP Cloud and Vertex for automated
transaction tax calculation, data flow between Oracle
ERP Cloud and Vertex is seamless and secure — enabling
a streamlined user experience and greater accuracy and
compliance. All Vertex tax calculation is automated and
centralized, requiring no manual updates from your IT
department as regulations, rules, and rates change.
Tax Reporting
Vertex® Indirect Tax Returns, Managed Services, and Vertex
Cloud produce signature-ready returns for U.S. sales and
use taxes for filing. Or, Vertex can manage the entire
tax compliance function, from tax returns generation
to payment remittances, via the Vertex Sales & Use Tax
Returns Outsourcing.

Accurate Calculation. Seamless Integration.
Cloud-based Convenience.
The Vertex solution architecture enables “cloud-to-cloud,”
touchless integration of Oracle ERP Cloud and Vertex Cloud.
Enjoy efficient, user-friendly uptake and integration, with
no need to host any software or integration components
on premise. There is no need to apply patches, service
releases, or monthly data updates — Vertex takes care of
these for you.
Leverage the benefits of powerful tax automation:
• Real-time transactions and batch processes for
tax functionality
• Tax-sensitized receivables and payables invoices
• A streamlined process with accurate tax outcomes
• Secure, cloud-hosted journal retention for tax
return compliance

About Vertex
Founded in 1978, Vertex Inc. is the leading provider of
corporate tax software and services to automate, integrate,
streamline or outsource tax processes for companies of
all sizes, from small to medium-sized businesses to global
multinationals. Vertex provides solutions for all tax types
with industry-specific solutions for retail, communications,
hospitality and leasing industries.

To learn more about Vertex tax solutions for
Oracle ERP tax, contact a Vertex representative
at 1-800-355-3500 or visit vertexinc.com.
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